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Science is full of examples where success comes from unexpected sources. This one arose from a hallway
conversation among five curious people. Sometime around 2008, a casual conversation was struck up by
Dr.Antonella Borgatti, a recently recruited assistant clinical professor of oncology; Jill Schappa, then a second-year
DVM student working on a summer project in the Modiano lab; Megan Duckett, an assistant scientist in the
Modiano lab who was working with them; Dr. Jaime Modiano, Perlman Professor of Animal Oncology and director
of the Animal Cancer Care and Research program; and Dr. Dan Vallera, a professor in the Department of
Therapeutic Radiology. Borgatti was interested in developing targeted therapies for sarcomas. Schappa had
developed an interest in specific aspects of canine hemangiosarcoma. Vallera, an expert in targeted
immunotherapies, had developed a bispecific ligand-targeted toxin (BST), where two proteins (ligands) that bind
receptors commonly found in human cancers and the blood vessels that feed them were linked to a lethal bacterial
toxin. Together, they found a unifying link that moved them all in a new direction. Vallera had developed the
concept so BSTs would home to tumors (like “smart bullets”), which express high levels of the targeted receptors.
By homing to the tumors, the lethal payload would be delivered with high specificity, and most normal cells and
tissues would remain unharmed. Vallera’s group also had shown that the approach was feasible in laboratory
animal models. Borgatti and Schappa realized that this approach would uniquely be able to target sarcomas, which
are notoriously difficult to treat and occur only rarely in people, but frequently in dogs. Evaluating the therapy in
dogs could be a win-win situation, as we might find an effective therapy to treat these cancers in our trusted
companions and help to develop the therapy to treat these rare diseases in humans.
Laboratory testing ensued, with support for Schappa through a Howard Hughes Medical Institute and Burroughs
Wellcome Foundation Fellowship. The results of her work were presented to the scientific community at a
Keystone meeting in March 2011, where the results garnered the attention of Dr. Corrie Painter, founder and
director of Angiosarcoma Awareness, Inc.
A new partnership began, where Angiosarcoma Awareness has agreed in principle to support a clinical trial to test
the safety and efficacy of this therapeutic approach in dogs with hemangiosarcoma.
Related sites and information:
American Kennel Club Canine Health Foundation articles: http://www.akcchf.org/news-events/library/articles/
Angiosarcoma Awareness: http://angiosarcomaawareness.org/page1.php
University of Minnesota Clinical Investigation Center http://www.cvm.umn.edu/cic/
University of Minnesota Clinical Trial Contact information: http://www.cvm.umn.edu/cic/contact/home.html
NCRAOA www.ncraoa.com Education is the Key

(From research reported by the AKC Canine Health Foundation and reprinted in the NCRAOA February
Newsletter.)

